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2022 was a transition year from GCP 1.0 to 2.0. Without stopping work in progress, much time was devoted to rethinking GCP and redesigning it, aligned with GCP’s vision of a thriving and sustainable coffee sector for generations to come. The ambitious challenge for GCP 2.0 is to close the living income gap by 25% for one million coffee growers by 2030.

Under the strategic leadership of a Board that represents its multistakeholder membership and guided by a small and experienced Global Team, GCP 1.0 developed the convening structures in the coffee producing countries where we have National Platforms. GCP 1.0 also created the tools - Coffee Sustainability Curricula, Collective Action Initiatives, the Coffee Sustainability Reference Code and its Equivalence Mechanism, and the Annual Report on Sustainable Coffee Purchases by Roasters and Retailers - that are the foundations for GCP 2.0 to deliver on its mission of promoting farmers’ prosperity, improved well-being and conservation of nature. GCP 2.0 will do this by using a bottom-up business approach that identifies needs in countries where GCP does not operate.

In 2022, the local Country Platform Teams, under the guidance of the Global Team and consultants, developed Country Plans with specific targets. At the global level, the Global Team with the support of Board Members also focused on the creation of a GCP 2.0 kick-off fund and the strategy and structure to fund GCP 2.0’s expanding scope of work. The attraction of new members, the interest in the GCP Tools for sustainable coffee sourcing (which are now used by most coffee sustainability schemes) and the donations for the kick-off fund together show that GCP is ready to move up to a higher level of relevance as it implements the new proactive Country Plans.

Coffee farmers, especially smallholders, are at the centre of GCP 2.0 and its new strategic plan. GCP’s National Platforms in producing countries and Collective Action with co-investments are key to deliver on Country Plans. At the same time, our Country Platforms are open to adapt to new situations and to develop new tools as they are implemented. This approach makes GCP a unique player to advance sustainability by focusing on small coffee farmers who need assistance the most.

The Snapshots of Sustainable Coffee Purchases complement these efforts by creating incentives for industry and retail to buy more sustainable coffee. Snapshots of Sustainable Coffee Production, which are part of GCP’s strategy 2030, will provide additional incentives for countries to produce larger volumes of coffee in a sustainable way.

The challenges ahead of GCP 2.0 are significant but the GCP Board and Global and Local Teams are aligned to face them from a strategic and practical perspective and ensure that the results of its actions are incorporated into the coffee supply chain practices in coffee producing countries. Through strengthening and deepening strategic partnerships, such as with the International Coffee Organization, GCP contributes to share learnings and findings, and multiply our approach in countries where GCP does not operate.

GCP is grateful for its members’ support and counts on them to deliver tangible actions to make coffee growing more sustainable.

Following the strong endorsement of GCP’s new strategic direction at the December 2021 Member Assembly, 2022 was focused on operationalizing GCP’s two-tier strategy and getting the organization ready for its execution at local and global levels in 2023. Guided by our Board, GCP’s Draft Business Plan was developed and is being refined, including a Scorecard with Key Performance Indicators, Financial Projection and Partner Ecosystem. Leading GCP Members stepped forward to make a significant financial commitment of $1.5m in our 2.0 kick-off funding round. With this financing, we can launch GCP 2.0 in the in-person Member Assembly in 2023.

For the local strategy tier, entrepreneurial business planning principles were used to support Country Platforms in coffee producing countries in their development of GCP 2.0 Country Plans on Farmer Prosperity. Building on the foundational work done in the past years, these plans articulate each Country Platform’s goal to advance the living income gap for a specific number of coffee smallholder farmers through holistic support advancing sustainable coffee, while supporting climate adaptation and mitigation and worker well-being.

Importantly, each coffee producing country has a different market position, specific sustainability challenges and opportunities as well as competitive advantages and enabling environment. During the intense design and planning process of these multi-year plans, our GCP Country Platform Accelerator approach has supported each Country Platform to choose tailored strategies fit-tasting best to their respective reality while ensuring com-man focus on advancing farmers’ prosperity and coffee sustainability and thus contributing to the overall GCP 2030 Goal. GCP Members’ rich advice and input gath-ered during the virtual Member Assembly in December 2022 helped shape these plans further and inform fund-raising to start step-wise execution in 2023.

Significant progress has also been achieved at the global strategy tier, GCP’s shared sustainability platform with common tools and systems that enable GCP Members’ progress towards Sustainable Sourcing:

- Throughout 2022, GCP Members actively engaged in exploring the newly revised Coffee Sustainability Reference Code as a valuable tool for all segments of the coffee value chain (and beyond).
- Members and partners provided valuable input and different perspectives for the revision of the GCP Equivalence Mechanism 2.0 that was published end of 2022 and is being rolled out since then, inviting all sustainability schemes to be re-assessed for GCP recognition during the course of 2023.
- We celebrated the publication of the fourth edition of GCP Snapshot Report on 2021 Sustainable Coffee Purchases. This clearly demonstrates increasing willingness to transparency and progress sharing amongst the coffee industry as well as growing relevance of GCP recognition through the GCP Equivalence Mechanism. Fourteen sustainability schemes were eligible for GCP Collective Reporting on 2021 figures – five 3rd party schemes and nine 2nd party schemes.

Through the GCP 2.0 strategy development process this year, our GCP Members and Country Platforms have confirmed the unique positioning of the organization as the only global coffee sector association that is building a collaborative, actionable framework on coffee sustainability, and addressing sustainability gaps in coffee producing countries in partnership with growers, traders, governments, industry, associations and NGOs.

During the first years, known as “GCP 1.0”, shared sustainability platforms at local and global level with GCP Tools and systems and the innovative co-investment model for GCP Collective Action were built. As part of the next delivery phase called “GCP 2.0” we’re now expanding measurable results “globally” - at both global and local strategy levels. GCP 2.0 has a particular focus on scaling entrepreneurial Collective Actions through multi-year plans for farmer prosperity at country level to achieve our shared GCP 2030 Goal, together.
A global platform for coffee sustainability

Global Coffee Platform (GCP) is a multi-stakeholder membership association dedicated to advance coffee sustainability towards the vision of a thriving, sustainable coffee sector for generations to come. GCP enables coffee producers, traders, roasters, governments and NGOs to align and multiply their efforts and investments, collectively act on local priorities and critical issues, scale local sustainability programs and grow the global market for sustainable coffee across the coffee world. United in the belief that coffee sustainability is a shared responsibility, GCP Members and its Network of Country Platforms work together to achieve transformational change on prosperity for one million coffee farmers by 2030.

Our vision
A thriving and sustainable coffee sector for generations to come.

Our mission
Promote farmers’ prosperity, improved well-being, and conservation of nature.

Our 2030 Goal
Transformational change on the prosperity of more than one million farmers in more than 10 countries by 2030.
During the foundational phase of GCP, the GCP Membership and partners built shared sustainability platforms at global and local levels with tools, systems, as well as the innovative co-investment model of GCP Collective Action.

Results include alignment of public-private agendas at local level, the Coffee Sustainability Reference Code, a common language for the foundations of coffee sustainability, National Coffee Sustainability Curricula in seven coffee producing countries and the first six GCP Collective Action Initiatives in Brazil, Vietnam and Uganda. Through this pre-competitive collaboration, more than $4.5 million was leveraged and executed through local structures, benefiting thousands of farmers to improve their practices related to topics such as the responsible use of agro-inputs, labor practices, and the social wellbeing of coffee farming communities.

GCP 1.0

GCP 2.0

The new strategy

Guided by robust Country Plans

Focused & aligned with global goal, grounded in National Sustainability Curricula

A focused coffee sustainability platform

Coffee SR Code Equivalence Mechanism Benchmarking National Sustainability Curricula

Resources generated

membership fees for global operations and new capital to foster Country Platform growth

Farmer centric focus

Continuous improvement

support from local and global membership

Created for scale and growth

focus and entrepreneurial growth towards scale vs. one-off projects

Aligned public-private agendas

Designed for scale and growth

Thorough monitoring & evaluation

collect and report country-specific performance data

Country Platforms: Where GCP is focused on making a change

GLOBAL

Towards Sustainable Sourcing: Build tools and systems to enable success at local level

2030 GOAL

Stand-up

2022

Country Platform business planning

Initial round of funding ($1.5m)

Pilot

2023-2025

Launch interventions

Prove results with 100k farmers

Growth

2026-2027

Raise next round of growth capital

Expand interventions to 500k farmers

Explore business case for impact capital (social development bonds)

Scale

2028-2030

Impact capital scales interventions

Reach more than one million coffee farmers

Global membership aligned

shared goals and focused strategies to drive impact at scale

Country Platform growth

expanding in line with the GCP 2030 Goal

Ongoing advancements

aggregate & report

Global Snapshot on Sustainability Coffee Purchases

Country Reports on Performance Data

Continuous Improvement
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GCP’s sustainable sourcing approach is a set of connected assets developed to offer a common language on the foundations for coffee sustainability and promote the supply and demand of coffee produced following (at minimum) baseline sustainability principles.

### GCP in Numbers

- **+50%** more funding from grants and sponsorships for country programs (compared to 2021)
- **5** new partnerships
- **6** GCP 2.0 Country Plans drafted for feedback by GCP Membership
- **12** learning events online, in-person and hybrid events for GCP Members
- **4** GCP Collective Action Initiatives running in Brazil, Uganda and Vietnam
- **14** sustainability schemes recognized through the GCP Equivalence Mechanism
- **6** Country Platforms convening coffee stakeholders for collective action
- **8** roasters and retailers joined GCP Collective Reporting on Sustainable Coffee Purchases

### Collectively Reporting on Sustainable Coffee Purchases

- A common language for baseline sustainable coffee production.
- A framework to assess whether a sustainability scheme can be considered equivalent to the Coffee Sustainability Reference Code.
- A snapshot report on roaster and retailer progress against their targets on sustainable coffee purchases.
The Coffee Sustainability Reference Code was launched in 2021, following broad public consultation. It is a common language to enable farmers, producer organizations and their business partners, as well as donors, NGOs, financial institutions and governments to advance their coffee sustainability efforts, collaboratively and effectively. Centered on the three dimensions of economic prosperity, social well-being, and environmental stewardship, the Coffee SR Code outlines 12 principles, broken down into practices and expected results that describe baseline sustainability for coffee production and primary processing. Each dimension has a goal statement directly connected to the GCP Mission – farmers’ economic prosperity, improved well-being, conservation of nature and the Sustainable Development Goals.

As custodian of the code, GCP continues to enhance it. In 2022, GCP released an additional translation of the code in French (other translations include Portuguese, Spanish, Vietnamese and Bahasa). This year, GCP also provided members with a unique opportunity to explore the code in a three-part member workshop series. The workshops included 11 guest speakers and over 140 participants. In addition, a revised version of the National Sustainability Curriculum for Robusta in Vietnam was developed in alignment with the code (read more in our Country Platform section).

The future of the Coffee Sustainability Reference Code

The Coffee Sustainability Reference Code will continue to be an important input for the update of National Sustainability Curricula, contextualizing the principles and practices outlined in the code to coffee stakeholders in coffee producing countries. As the sustainability landscape continues to evolve, so will the code – with the next revision due before 2026.

GCP Pesticides Action Group

The Coffee Sustainability Reference Code has established two lists of hazardous pesticides, with the aim to eliminate those on the Prohibited List, and to reduce the use of those on the Phase-out List until they are phased out by 2030.

To support the sector in general (and coffee farmers in particular) in the transition to less hazardous pesticides, the Pesticides Action Group was introduced in 2022. This is a diverse group of experts and GCP Members from different segments of the coffee value chain. The group is working to identify, prioritize, share best practices and provide information on reducing, phasing out and eliminating damaging pesticides. It will also explore effective and financially viable alternatives. Results of this work will be used to inform global and local sustainability efforts on pesticides.
The GCP Equivalence Mechanism is a tool that helps stakeholders navigate the complexity of sustainability schemes in the coffee sector today. Through the mechanism we can better understand which sustainability schemes meet at least baseline practices of sustainability in a credible and effective manner.

Following the publication of the Coffee Sustainability Reference Code in 2021, the Equivalence Mechanism was revised in 2022. More than 50 experts from 15 countries contributed their valuable views to shape the revised version which was published in November 2022.

For the implementation of the revised Equivalence Mechanism, GCP has partnered with the International Trade Centre (ITC). ITC will assess the schemes against the principles and practices of the Coffee Sustainability Reference Code and the Operational Criteria of the EM 2.0 ensuring the neutrality, scalability and the overall integrity of the recognition process.

By the end of 2022, GCP recognized 14 sustainability schemes: five schemes as equivalent 3rd party assurance, and nine schemes as equivalent 2nd party assurance.

**Sustainability schemes recognized by GCP in 2022**

- 3rd Party Schemes
  - 4C
  - Certifica Minas
  - Fairtrade
  - Rainforest Alliance / UTZ
  - Starbucks’ C.A.F.E. Practices

- 2nd Party Schemes
  - Ecom’s SMS
  - Enveritas Gold
  - Enveritas Green
  - Exportadora de Café Guaxupé’s Guaxupé Planet
  - LIFT by Mercon
  - Nespresso AAA
  - Neumann’s NKG Bloom
  - ofi’s AtSource Entry Verified and AtSource Plus

**Technical Committee and Advisory Task Force**

The GCP Equivalence Mechanism revision process was guided by the GCP Technical Committee and the Advisory Task Force. It included actors from all segments of the coffee value chain, from producers to roasters and supporting organizations like NGOs. During the revision process, GCP received input from organizations that have developed a sustainability scheme, companies that use sustainability schemes for their responsible/sustainable sourcing strategies and actors who are active in the origins of responsible/sustainable sourcing.

Gelkha Buitrago
Director Programs and Corporate Partnerships
GCP Collective Reporting

Consumers, shareholders and the finance sector increasingly expect more transparent information about corporate sustainability strategies and progress. This trend is only increasing with upcoming due diligence legislations, for example in Europe. Precompetitive collective reporting, using common metrics, provides understanding on where individual companies, but also the sector at large currently stands and the key areas that need to be tackled to transition the entire coffee market to sustainable sourcing.

The GCP Snapshot 2021 was launched in August 2022. This report summarizes essential information of the annual GCP Collective Reporting on Sustainable Coffee Purchases. The publication provides insights on the sustainable coffee purchases of JDE Peet’s, Melitta Group, Keurig Dr Pepper, Nestlé, Strauss Coffee, SUPRACAFÉ, Tesco and Westrock Coffee, all of whom have committed to disclosing their responsible sourcing progress using aligned, comparable metrics. In doing so, these partners provide leadership to foster increased production and consumption of sustainable coffees throughout the world.

This year’s report is the result of GCP’s expanding Collective Reporting efforts and it includes new participating GCP Members, new reporting features, and an expansion of sustainability schemes eligible for reporting by using the GCP Baseline Coffee Code (the predecessor of the Coffee Sustainability Reference Code) as a reference.

Highlights of the GCP Snapshot include data on the increasing share of sustainable coffee purchases as reported by GCP Members for 2021, climbing up to 1,254,141 MT (55% of total green coffee received by roasters and retailers – a relative increase of 29% compared to 2020). The report also presents the breakdown of purchases per participating company, as well as a feature on companies’ sustainable coffee purchases according to sourcing regions. Moreover, it offers insights into origin diversity (sustainable coffee purchases received from 33 coffee producing countries), and the shares of sustainable coffee purchased according to different GCP-recognized sustainability schemes.

The largest reported share continues to be 4C certified coffee, which increased by 36,000 MT compared to 2020.

Volumes reported as Baseline Coffee Code 2nd Party Sustainability Schemes grew by 71% compared to 2020.

4 additional 2nd Party Schemes were recognized and included in the GCP Collective Reporting for 2021.

Call to Action

While important work is underway, even bolder individual and collaborative efforts are needed to achieve transformational change that results in economic viability of sustainable coffee farming and a living income for producers and workers while preserving nature and addressing climate change effectively. We look forward to welcoming more roasters and retailers reporting in the next GCP Snapshot.
The second tier of the new GCP strategy focuses on supporting GCP’s Network of Country Platforms to implement “Country Plans for Farmer Prosperity”. GCP is supporting teams in Brazil, Honduras, Indonesia, Kenya, Uganda and Vietnam to develop multi-year, comprehensive plans to improve farmer prosperity in their country by 2030. These plans are the country-level building blocks, whose achievement will help GCP reach its 2030 goal “Transformation change for one million coffee farmers across 10 countries”.

Each Country Plan has its own contextualized goal that identifies how it will contribute to the overall GCP goal – by determining how many farmers it will reach by 2030, and defining what transformational change means in that context. Across the Country Plans, GCP is using the metric of “closing the Living Income gap by at least 25% through sustainable coffee production” to measure progress in creating “transformational change”. In Brazil and Vietnam however, where relatively fewer farmers are below the Living Income benchmark, the Country Plans instead focus on maintaining farmer livelihoods and addressing threats that could destabilize their prosperity, such as climate change.

With an identified goal, the Country Plans then outline the main strategies for addressing the most pressing barriers coffee farmers currently face to improving or maintaining their livelihoods. These strategies align with the three pillars of sustainability (economic, environmental and social), but each Country Plan differs in where it puts its greatest emphasis to respond to the biggest needs in each origin. While the Country Plans’ strategies may also reflect upcoming regulations affecting the coffee sector, be they deforestation or human rights, all Country Plans are united in having their ultimate focus on supporting farmers’ livelihoods, and therefore ensuring farmer prosperity through sustainable coffee.

The creation of Country Plans marks an important transition for GCP. Having now graduated from its foundational phase (GCP 1.0), GCP’s country-level work no longer focuses on testing collective action via short-term planning cycles. Instead, these Country Plans rely on business planning principles and adopt an entrepreneurial crawl, walk, run approach – where GCP pilots solutions to achieve “proof of concept”, which are then scaled up to create impact. With the GCP 2030 Goal and Country Plans providing strategic guidance, GCP 2.0 is more focused in its planning, execution and monitoring to keep track of GCP’s progress. This clearer focus will make it easier for GCP to communicate the value it provides to GCP Members and the wider sector, and help pivot for greater success on funding acquisition.

Learning and exchange across the GCP Network of Country Platforms

Transitioning to GCP 2.0 required a mindset shift for colleagues in both the GCP Secretariat and the Country Platforms to absorb and integrate the business planning framework for the Country Plans. The GCP Secretariat worked closely with the six Country Platforms to undergo an accelerator process, which allowed the Country Platforms to learn, exchange and grow together. GCP provides additional value by offering a safe space for such exchanges, both virtually and in person.

GCP is confident that its successful track record of aligning the sector to identify and then address local issues will not only allow it to attract investment, but also to create impact at scale. Country Plans build on the excellent foundations created by the National Sustainability Curricula (NSCs) and the GCP Collective Action Initiatives, which are already demonstrating promising results of what the sector can achieve, collectively. NSCs and the accompanying farmer training materials demonstrate the leadership role Country Platforms play in identifying and addressing pressing issues, and how essential it is to have a space for local stakeholders to meet, discuss and align local public and private.
GCP Collective Action Initiatives

Engagement opportunities

- Share ideas and expertise
- Commit co-funding
- Encourage local suppliers to participate

Benefits of joining

GCP Collective Action Initiatives are precompetitive to bring learnings and results back to the sector to learn, scale and replicate, making input resources more effective.

- Share risks
- Harvest results
- Scale learnings
- Align with government priorities
- Contribute to inclusive impact
- Contribute to sustainability strategies and goals
- Contribute to farmer prosperity

Ugandan Youth for Coffee

Developing farmer prosperity through rejuvenation and rehabilitation by empowering local youth and providing more services to smallholder farmers.

Funding partners:
IDH, JDE Peet’s, Nestlé, Partnerships for Forests, Sucden, Uganda Coffee Development Authority

Responsible Use of Agro-chemicals

Improving all Coffee Sustainability Curriculum practices related to agrochemical issues at farm level.

Funding partners:
Cecafé, BASF, Bayer, ECOM, Keurig DrPepper, JDE Peet’s, Nestlé, Ofi, Senar, Syngenta, Tchibo

Responsible Use of Agro-Inputs for Coffee

Reduce the use of inputs through developing best practices based on research and by introducing alternatives.

Funding partners:
JDE Peet’s, Nestlé, Neumann Kaffee Gruppe, Sucden Coffee, IDH – The Sustainable Trade Initiative, Lavazza Foundation and Tchibo.

Social Well-Being

Improving living and working conditions for coffee growers and workers, while promoting awareness about degrading working conditions and generating continuous improvement in the coffee sector.

Coordinated by:
GCP Brazil, Cecafe and InPacto

Funding partners:
JDE Peet’s, Melitta, Nespresso, Nestlé, Ofi, Lavazza Foundation, Starbucks
Local Action towards GCP 2030 Goal

Our 2030 Goal

Transformational change on the prosperity of more than one million farmers in more than 10 countries by 2030.

- Brazil
- Peru
- Colombia
- Nicaragua
- Honduras
- Tanzania
- Uganda
- Kenya
- Vietnam
- Indonesia

Direct relationship with GCP
Part of the GCP Learning and Exchange program
This year, we celebrated 10 years of the Brazil Country Platform. Over the past decade, GCP has facilitated collective development of solutions and tools to improve sustainable practices in coffee production in Brazil. The GCP Collective Action Initiatives are a critical component of the Brazil Country Platform’s approach to generating change at field-level in a collaborative and precompetitive way.

In 2022, the Country Platform convened stakeholders for the initiative on social well-being bringing cooperatives, traders and roasters to the table to begin working on this complex issue. The Living Income study in Brazilian coffee production was also developed and delivered, as part of the GCP Collective Action Initiative on Social Well-being.

GCP Brazil’s years of experience with GCP Collective Action Initiatives forms the foundation for their GCP 2.0 strategy. In 2022, the Brazil Country Platform worked collectively to develop clear and aligned goals under GCP 2.0. This new strategy is an opportunity to reach more farmers and have a greater impact through an aligned sector.

The Sustainable Coffee Platform in Honduras plays a key role in orienting key stakeholders towards the pressing issues facing Honduran coffee producers. Honduran coffee exports reached their lowest point in 2022, with a drop of approximately 38% in exported coffee. This is a result of low prices, high production costs, coffee rust and mass emigration. In 2022, the platform worked with the Brazil Country Platform to spur transformation in Honduras, including field visits to identify opportunities for improved labor productivity. GCP’s Board Chair presented at the regional PROMECAFE summit, highlighting opportunities for advancing economic viability of coffee in Honduras.

GCP 2.0 in Honduras will focus on profitability in coffee production through a two-pronged approach:
1. Improving farming and labour productivity and
2. Improving the farmgate price for coffee producers and domestic supply chains.
The Sustainable Coffee Platform of Indonesia (SCOPI) harnessed the power of collaboration to promote sustainable coffee production in 2022. In partnership with the International Trade Finance Corporation (ITFC), SCOPI trained 1,552 farmers in Aceh and North Sumatra. SCOPI also collaborated with GCP Members and Indonesian government offices and public universities to host four online learning and exchange sessions (DISCOs).

2022 was a key year for strengthening the Country Platform’s relationship with local and central government. SCOPI engaged with various ministries to share GCP’s progress and align platform activities with government programs. Collaborating closely with the Indonesian government is critical due to the coffee industry’s regulatory landscape and import/export regulations. Another reason for such collaboration is the size of the country, which has thousands of islands and many different languages. By working through these partnerships, SCOPI can help ensure that GCP Members meet regulations and play a role in shaping sustainable coffee practices that benefit coffee smallholder farmers and the environment.

Additional work in Kenya included the improvement of forest protection and agro-forestry. This was part of GCP’s multi-stakeholder response to the recent EU deforestation legislation and GCP’s collaboration with Partnerships for Forests. Through embedding regenerative practices and sustainable landscape governance into the coffee value chain in the region, the partnership aims to increase farmer incomes and enhance relevant governance structures at both national and regional level by leveraging the GCP Network of Country Platforms in East Africa (including Uganda and Kenya). In Kenya, this work means understanding how agroforestry can improve the resilience and productivity of coffee farms and using agroforestry to increase diversification on farms. This will be included in the next revision of Kenya’s National Sustainability Curricula.
GCP 2.0 provides the roadmap for achieving farmer prosperity by rolling out evidence-based models that contribute to reducing the Living Income gap of small-holder coffee farmers in Uganda. In practice, this has led to the development of updated National Sustainability Extension materials in 2022. These extension materials provide the foundation for improving third party service delivery to farmers through information provision, training of public and private extension service providers and advocacy at platform level.

In addition, the GCP Collective Action Initiative ‘Youth for Coffee in Uganda’ took shape in 2022. This initiative provides innovative rehabilitation and renovation services to coffee farms through Ugandan youth coffee service providers. This work was born out of the Coffee Roadmap through consultation with GCP Members. Café Africa, along with five private exporters, have established extension structures to provide last mile extension services to farmers. The Ugandan government is also using data generated by the GCP Collective Action Initiative to inform future policy.

Supported by GCP, the Uganda Coffee Platform continues to provide a neutral space to foster dialogue between the private and public sector on issues affecting the Ugandan coffee sector. In 2022, the Uganda Coffee Platform held eight online meetings, a coffee breakfast morning and a half-day workshop.

Samson Emong
Country Platform Manager

Pham Quang Trung
Country Platform Manager

“Think glocally, act glocally” – in 2022 the Vietnam Country Platform aligned with the global GCP network to create greater impact with localised solutions to the challenges facing Vietnamese coffee production. A milestone for this year was the launch of the revised National Sustainability Curriculum (NSC) for Robusta and associated training materials which build on the Coffee Sustainability Reference Code. The updated NSC was produced in collaboration with public and private stakeholders, including the International Labour Organisation (ILO) and multiple Vietnamese government ministries. Coffee cooperatives, the Vietnam Coffee Coordination Board and the Vietnam Coffee-Cocoa Association also partnered with GCP to bring the revised NSC to life. The revised NSC focuses on workplace safety and is the first technical guidelines in Vietnam to include occupational health and safety modules. The partnership between GCP Vietnam and the ILO to produce the revised NSC has facilitated a broader collaboration between GCP and the ILO, with opportunities to work together in Brazil and Uganda.

2022 was also a year of progress for GCP Vietnam’s Collective Action Initiative on Responsible Use of Agro-Inputs. Together with the National Agricultural Extension Centre and GCP Members, 2,122 farmers were trained on good agricultural practices (focused on good weeding) through Farmer Field Schools with a total of 100,000 farmers reached through multiple channels. School talk shows on the responsible use of agro-inputs have created an opportunity for 2,000 students to be change agents in their communities. Additionally, four pilot models for weed management without chemicals (covering 5,670 ha in total) were established. As a result of these efforts, the GCP Vietnam team reported a significant reduction in glyphosate residue in green coffee – dropping from 56% in the 2020 - 2021 crop to 17% in the 2021 - 2022 crop.
Balance Sheet

**ASSETS**

- 0.34% Non-current Assets
- 99.66% Current Assets

**Property & Liabilities**

- 0.54% Tangible Assets
- 47.53% Association Property
- 82.76% Treasury
- 19.54% Accruals
- 32.93% Liabilities
- 6.53% Advances
- 10.37% Receivables
- 35.03% Statutory Reserves
- 12.50% Revenue Reserves
- 19.54% Accruals
- 11.63% Payables
- 21.50% Accruals

**Budget 2023**

The budget is being expanded since its first formation. First, more income from public funders has become available - $200,000 in all. Contributors of subsidies are now giz/BMZ, P4F, IDH, the International Coffee Organization, and the International Labor Organization. Second, the new strategy phase of GCP 2.0 is supported by a round of multi-year kick-off funding coming from members. The goal is to enlarge the fundraising capacity of the organization and setting Country Plans on track, which implement the overall goal of improving prosperity of one million farmers by 2030. A definitive budget version will be approved in June 2023. A positive result in 2023, after a row of shortfalls, sustained by GCP’s equity, is now certain.

**Cost Centers**

Investments in Measure Impact are reduced in 2022 compared to 2021 only by appearance. Equivalence, which is located here, has partly been financed by a provision formed in previous years. Country expenses have kept their expenses level of the preceding year, with the exception of the three East African countries (Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda) receiving additional funds from the P4F grant.

**Finance Overview 2022**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2022</th>
<th>2021</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Global Level</td>
<td>1,168,512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convene Stakeholders</td>
<td>268,110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Action incl. Fundraising and Corporate Partnerships</td>
<td>390,829</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measure Impact</td>
<td>70,814</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secretariat Backbone incl. Communications</td>
<td>438,759</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country Level</td>
<td>1,070,537</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Costs</td>
<td>66,141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>2,305,189</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Income**

- Membership Fees | 1,543,000 |
- Subsidies | 491,700 |
- Total | 1,834,700 |

**Expenses**

- Global Level | 1,189,000 |
- Convene Stakeholders | 512,000 |
- Local Action incl. Fundraising and Corporate Partnerships | 375,000 |
- Measure Impact | 41,000 |
- Secretariat Backbone incl. Communications | 461,000 |
- Country Level | 751,700 |
- Contingency | 30,000 |
- Total | 1,967,700 |

**Result** | ($136,000) |
## Income Statement

Income from membership fees has gone down by $52,000. (Recently, it has increased by $32,000.) Income from subsidies has gone up by $273,000, mainly as a consequence of the grant from Partnership for Forests (P4F) on Agroforestry. Operating expenses have been increased by $278,000. Still, the deficit was lower than in 2021, while it was more cash-absorbing, as attested by the Cash Flow in (3).

### Expenses
- National Coffee Platform Implementers: $434,369
- Services and Consultancy: $398,797
- IT & Telecommunication: $109,342
- Office: $60,745
- Travel: $114,987
- Meetings: $66,070
- Finance & Legal Advice: $140,769
- Other Operating Expenses: $-278,000

### Income before Interest, Taxes, Depreciation and Amortisation (EBITDA)
- Amortisation and Depreciation: $4,021
- Exchange losses: $62,588
- Expenses previous year: $-278,000

### Earnings before Interest and Taxes (EBIT)
- Earnings: $142,921
- Expenses: $87,000
- Taxes: $70,000

### Net Result for the Year
- Earnings: $142,921
- Expenses: $87,000
- Taxes: $70,000

---

## Cashflow Statement

Income from membership fees has gone down by $52,000. (Recently, it has increased by $32,000.) Income from subsidies has gone up by $273,000, mainly as a consequence of the grant from Partnership for Forests (P4F) on Agroforestry. Operating expenses have been increased by $278,000. Still, the deficit was lower than in 2021, while it was more cash-absorbing, as attested by the Cash Flow in (3).

### Expenses
- National Coffee Platform Implementers: $434,369
- Services and Consultancy: $398,797
- IT & Telecommunication: $109,342
- Office: $60,745
- Travel: $114,987
- Meetings: $66,070
- Finance & Legal Advice: $140,769
- Other Operating Expenses: $-278,000

### Income before Interest, Taxes, Depreciation and Amortisation (EBITDA)
- Amortisation and Depreciation: $4,021
- Exchange losses: $62,588
- Expenses previous year: $-278,000

### Earnings before Interest and Taxes (EBIT)
- Earnings: $142,921
- Expenses: $87,000
- Taxes: $70,000

### Net Result for the Year
- Earnings: $142,921
- Expenses: $87,000
- Taxes: $70,000

---

**Thomas Mueller-Bardey**

Finance & Operations Director
GCP welcomes new members

Special thanks to our strategic co-funding partners and donors:

THANKS TO our GCP Members and strategic partners

Thanks to the dedication of GCP Members, Country Platforms, strategic partners, the GCP Board and staff, we are advancing the sector to realise crucial benefits for farming families, our industry and coffee lovers worldwide. Thank you for partnering and investing in the Global Coffee Platform to enable Local Action for Global Results!

Pia Prangenberg
Operations Manager